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SECTION I
SAFETY

SAFETY INSTRUCTIONS
READ ALL INSTRUCTIONS
1. Keep air shower area clean. Do not store any flammable material inside air shower.
2. Use safety glasses: All personnel should wear safety glasses to protect their eyes from any
possible flying debris.
3. Do not lean any part of the body against an air nozzle.
4. Do not abuse equipment: Do not force doors open when locked, or try and obstruct air
passages (return air grilles, air nozzles, dampers, etc.) Abuse of the equipment may cause
damage and possible injury to occupants.
5. Check for damaged parts: Using this equipment in a disrepaired state could result in injury to personnel.
6. High voltage warning: Do not attempt to service any electrical parts without first turning
disconnect switch to off position and locking out disconnect switch.
7. Replacement parts: When servicing, use only identical replacement parts.
8. Automatic doors: Stand clear of door ways when equipment is being operated to insure
personnel are not injured by opening or closing doors.
9. Maintain a minimum of 1" clearance from any furnace or heating device.
10. Do not introduce any liquids into the air circulating system.

SECTION II
INSTALLATION

AS/PT INC.

INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS
Tools Required
Chalkline, framing square, 4' level, tape measure, ratchet & extension, 3/4" socket, drill, masonry bit, pipe-mounted
clamp capable of opening to the exterior width of the Air Shower, wood block sized to fit interior width of unit,
material lift (forklift or Genie-Lift), rubber mallet or block and hammer, white RTV sealant, cleaning supplies,
common hand tools.
Step 1: Sweep the area clean, then mark lines creating a box the exact size of the exterior dimensions of the
roof sections (see "Floor Sill Layout" on drawing). Layout the sill plate locations according to the drawing. Anchor
the sill plate to the floor using screws or shields, whichever is appropriate for the application.
Step 2: Set wall #3 in place on top of the floor sill.
Step 3: Set mechanical wall #2 section in place. Wall #3 should fit into the aluminum trim angle on mechanical wall
#2.
Step 4: Set mechanical wall #1 in place. Be sure the top of both mechanical sections are level and plumb.
Step 5: Set wall #4 in place. Be sure the all the top surfaces of the walls are level and even.
Step 6: Run a bead of silicone around the top of all the walls.Make sure the protective cardboard over the HEPA
filters is removed.
Step 7: Set roof 2 above walls 2 & 3. Run the electrical flex and low voltage cable down the sleeved penetration
in the top of mechanical wall #2 (see photo 1).

Photo 1
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Step 8: Remove all the access doors from the air shower mechanical walls. The screws are 1/4 turn.
Step 9: Loosen the 1/4" nuts that compress the filter against the top of the mechanical section (see photo 2).

HEPA

1/4" Nut

Photo 2
Step 10: Continue to loosen the nuts until you have enough clearance to remove the HEPA filter.
Step 11: Find the four lag hole locations inside the filter plenum and install the four lag bolts (See photo 3). Do
not tighten the bolts at this time.

Photo 3
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AS/PT INC.
Step 12: Remove the light fixture lens and both lamps from the fluorenscent light fixture. This enables you to get
access to the lag bolt locations for walls 3 & 4. (See photo 4)

Photo 4
Step 13: Once all the lags are in place make sure all the walls and roof sections are aligned. Start with the lags in
the roof section and tighten each corner. Then move on to the remaining lags in the light box area and the lags in
the mehanical section. Clean off any excess silicone. Install the lamps and light lens.
Step 14: Place marks 3/4" away from the perimeter of the HEPA filter cutout. Slide the HEPA filter back on the
aluminum channel supports and slowly tighten the 1/4" nuts. Make sure the outside of the filter aligns with the
marks you previously made. Do not over tighten the nuts. The filter gasket should not compress more than 1/32".
Step 15: Re-install the HEPA filter and access door for mechanical wall (Photo 5)
Step 16: Place the roof #1 on top of the walls as you did with roof number #2. Follow the same preceeding
procedures.

Photo 5
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Step 17: Install the two doors by removing the pins from the hinges on the air shower walls, setting the doors in
place and inserting the pins back into the hinge. Be sure to srcew on the bottom cap of the hinge pin.
Step 18: Re-connect the door closer arms.
Step 19: Connect the 3 phase power to the junction box located adjacent to the access panels.
Step 20: Make sure the emergency switch is in the out position and both doors are closed. Turn on the power
to the dissconnect switch (and the circuit breaker that supplies power to the air shower) and open the entry
door of the air shower. When the entry door is open the exit door should lock. Release the entry door and
when it closes the air shower cycle will start and both doors will lock. Exit the air shower and check the
rotation of the blowers. When on the motor side of the blower the fan should be rotating clockwise. If the
blower is running backward reverse any two wire connections on the bottom of the corresponding motor
starter (Warning, be sure to turn off power befor preforming this task).
Step21: Clean out any debrie from inside the mechaical wall sections and re-install the access doors.
Step 22: Clean the air shower surfaces and silicone all joints between the roofs and top of the walls.
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SECTION III
Maintenance

Air Shower Electrical Service and General Maintenance

Fuses and Resets
To access the circuit breaker for the blower(s), open the power panel enclosure and locate the motor starter.
The motor starter is a short circuit and overload protection device. In the event a motor overheats or there is
a short circuit the starter can be reset by pushing the black button on the starter. Air showers that have
VFD drives have a three pole circuit breaker mounted ahead of the drive unit.
These circuit breakers are for protecting the drive. The drive unit output is protected by automatic circuit breaker protection. The step down transformer located inside the air shower power panel has a two pole and single pole circuit
breaker located inside the control panel. The two pole circuit breaker is for the
primary side and single poll circuit breaker if for the secondary side. The 24
VDC transformer has a automatic reset feature if a short circuit occurs. Do not
add additional load to the transformers in the air shower power panel. The transformers are sized to handle the design load only. Periodically check the connections of the transformers to be sure they are tight.

Programmable Logic Controller (PLC)
The plc can be adjusted and updated for new timing values by two means:
(1) Program changes can be done with the optional programming keypad.
The user can adjust timers as well as make program changes.
(2) The shower cycle can be adjusted by turning a small phillips head screw
located on the top of the PLC. To increase time value turn the screw
clockwise and counter clockwise to decrease. Use a light turning force
when adjusting the time value. Do not try to turn the screw past the stop
points. Adjustment screw “0” is for the blower time value. Adjustment
“1” is for air showers with a delayed release on the exit door lock (or
automatic door).

Air Shower Electrical Service and General Maintenance
Door Locks and Switches
The door interlocks for the air shower are a magnetic type. The locks are powered by 24 VDC and have a
600 pound holding force. When power is lost to the air shower the magnetic feed is broken in the locks and
the door locks release. The door interlocks are also released when the emergency stop/start switch is pushed
in to the stop position. Adjacent to the door locks are magnetic contact switches. Located flush in the ceiling area of the door jamb is the reed switch. When the door is closed a magnetic mounted in the top of the
door aligns with the reed switch in the ceiling. Periodically check the alignment of the reed switch with the
magnetic in the door to be sure the switch is working properly. If the two are aligned properly the corresponding input light (normally input # 2 for entry and 3 for exit) will be lit when the door is open. Misalignment of the switches to the magnetics will disrupt the operation of the air shower.

Air Shower Filter Maintenance

Pre-filter
The pre-filter is located at the floor level inside the air shower. Pull the latches on the top of the grille and
pull the door towards you. Locate the pre-filter inside the grille. Slide the old pre-filter upward until it is
clear of the grille. Install the new filter by sliding the new filter down into the grille making sure the arrow
on the edge of the filter is pointing toward the air shower wall. Once the filter is in place close the door and
push the latches closed.

Air Shower Electrical Service and General Maintenance

Nozzle Filters
Main filters (those which supply air to the air nozzles) should be replaced according to the amount of use
of the air shower. If a noticeable decrease in air velocity occurs at the nozzles, the nozzle filter may need
replacement. The best policy is to make a visual inspection of the filter every six months. Good maintenance of pre-filters will extend the life of the HEPA filters. To replace the main filter , locate the filter plenum , and remove the 1/4” nuts on top of the angle that hold the plenum on the filter. Lift the plenum just
high enough to slide the filter out. You can run the 1/4” nuts below the angle up enough to hold the plenum in place to remove the filter. Installing the new filter is the same process in reverse. Take care to align
the filter with the roof cut-out so there is no leakage of air. You might want to place markings 3/4" from
the hole on all side to use as a guide. Tighten the hold down bracket only enough to slightly compress the
gasket. If the filter hold downs are to tight, the gasket will stretch and leak at the corners.

Manual Doors
The doors come factory adjusted for closing, latch and hinge speed. Adjustments can be made using a slot
headed screwdriver. The adjustments for the closer is located on the hinge side of the closer. Refer to the
door closer manufacturer's cut sheets for details. Door seals may need perfecting when installing the unit
for the first time. The sweep for the door bottom (field installed) should be mounted to just brush the floor
when opening and closing the door. The door stop should come in contact with the door stop on both sides
and at the top. If necessary the door stop cap can be removed and the screws holding the door stop allow for
a small adjustment by means of the elongated mounting holes in the door stop. If a problem persists check
to make sure the air shower is level and plumb. If the air shower is not level and plumb the doors will not
seal properly to the door stop.

Nozzles
Nozzle pattern is important for proper scrubbing action. The factory setting is as follows;
All top nozzles point down at 30 degrees.
All other nozzles should point perpendicular to the wall surface.
Be sure to check the jamb nut that holds the eye of the nozzle in place. If loose tighten the screw until you
feel resistance and then turn 1/8 more turn.

TROUBLE SHOOTING GUIDE
Air shower does not run.

Check the circuit panel that feeds power to the air shower and verify it is on.
Check the disconnect switch on the air shower power panel to verify it is on.
Check the voltage at the disconnect switch and verify you have power on all three terminals.
Check the emergency switch to verify it is in the “pulled out” or on posi on
Check the fuses on the transformer to verify they are not blown.
Check the alignment of the magnets in the top of each door to verify the sensor switches are
turning oﬀ and on.
Check the terminals on the motor starter and disconnect for loose connec ons.

Light fixture does not
come on.

Check the primary and secondary fuses on the transformer
Inspect lamps to verify the pins are secure and in place.

Lock does not work

Check the alignment of the magnet on the top of the door with the door sensor switch
located in the top of the door opening. Verify they are aligned and the switch is working.
Check the alignment of the armature on the door with the magnet. Adjust if necessary.
Remove the electrical access cover on the lock and verify there is 24VDC present at the
power terminals that power the lock.

Air shower runs but velocity
is low.

Check rota on of the blower. Reverse any two leads on the load side of the motor starter to
reverse rota on if necessary.
Check for damage connec on between HEPA filter plenum and blower.
Check the return air flex duct for damage or if it has been disconnected from the plenum or
blower inlet.
Inspect the pre‐filters to verify if they need replacement.

MAINTENANCE SCHEDULE

Inspect pre-filters *
Inspect HEPA filter
Tighten lag bolts for roof

Every
Month
X

Every 3
Months

Every 6
Months

X
X
X

Inspect door closer/adjust as needed
Inspect door sensor switches for
proper alignment
Inspect door hinges for wear

X

Check alignment of door lock
armatures
Inspect locking nuts on air nozzles
Inspect fluorescent lamps

X

Tighten set screw on blower fan blade
(must remove flex duct)

Once a
Year

X

X
X
X

* Initially the pre-filters should be inspected weekly to determine the level of contamination is collecting on the filter. This will help to determine a proper schedule. Remove the
filter and hold it up to the light. If you can not see light through the filter it needs to be
replaced.

SECTION IV
WARRANTY

Limited Warranty
Subject to the terms and conditions of this limited warranty, Air Showers & Pass Thrus,
Unlimited Inc. hereafter referred to as “Company” extends a limited warranty against
manufacturing defects for the product(s) identified below that are installed in the United
States, Mexico and Canada.
Products:

Air showers
Pass Thrus

This limited warranty applies to Products manufactured on or after January 1, 2014. In order to
maximize the available benefits under this limited warranty, the Purchaser (as defined below)
should read it in its entirety. All repairs of Product parts covered under this limited warranty
must be made with authorized service parts and by a qualified service provider.
TERM:
The limited warranty period for Products is as stated shall commence from completion of
installation or a maximum of 90 days from ship date (whichever comes first) for 12 consecutive
months.
WHO IS COVERED:
This limited warranty is provided only to the original end user where the product was originally
installed. This warranty is not transferable. Company has the right to request any and all proof
of Product purchase or installation and/or completion date of installation.
WHAT COMPANY WILL DO:
Company will furnish a replacement part to the authorized repair provider or end user, without
charge for the part only that fails due to a manufacturing defect under normal use and proper
maintenance. The Purchaser must pay for any and all shipping /handling charges related to the
replacement part. If a Product part is not available, Company will, at its option, provide a free
suitable substitute. This warranty does not cover labor for removal or replacement of part or
component.
ELIGIBILITY REQUIREMENTS:
The following items are required in order for the Products to be covered under this limited
warranty:
1) The Products must be in the same location where they were originally installed. The
Products must be properly installed, operated, and in accordance with the Product
specifications and operation manual service guidelines. Failure to conform to such
specifications and/or instructions shall void this limited warranty. Company may
request written documentation showing the proper preventative maintenance.
2) All Product parts replaced by Company under this limited warranty require a return
authorization number.
EXCLUSIONS:
The following are not covered by this limited warranty:

Labor costs including, but not limited to, costs for removal and reinstallation of Products and/or
Product parts, shipping and freight expenses required to ship Product replacement parts, any
taxes or duties associated local tax authorities, failures, defects, or damage (including, but not
limited to, any loss of data or property caused by any third party product, service, or system
connected or used in conjunction with the Products.
Any use that is not designed or intended for the Products.
Modification, alteration, abuse, misuse, negligence, or accident.
Improper storage, installation, maintenance, or operation including, but not limited to,
operation of electrical equipment at voltages other than the range specified on the Product
Model number nameplate.
Any use in violation of written instructions or specifications provided by Company.
Any acts of God including, but not limited to, fire, water, storms, lightning, earthquakes, any
theft, riots, exposure to a corrosive atmosphere or contact with corrosive materials such as, but
not limited to, chlorine, fluorine, salt, sulfur, recycled waste water, urine, rust, or other
damaging substances or chemicals.
This warrant does not cover normal maintenance parts required as described in the O&M
manual for the Product.
ADDITIONAL TERMS:
THIS LIMITED WARRANTY AND LIABILITY SET FORTH HEREIN ARE IN LIEU OF ALL OTHER
WARRANTIES AND LIABILITIES, WHETHER IN CONTRACT OR IN NEGLIGENCE, EXPRESS OR
IMPLIED, IN LAW OR IN FACT. THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS
FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE LIMITED TO THE DURATION OF THE APPLICABLE PRODUCT
WARRANTY. COMPANY DOES NOT AUTHORIZE ANY PERSON TO CREATE FOR IT ANY
OBLIGATION OR LIABILITY IN CONNECTION WITH THE PRODUCTS. NOTWITHSTANDING
ANYTHING IN THIS LIMITED WARRANTY TO THE CONTRARY, COMPANY SHALL NOT BE LIABLE
FOR ANY INCIDENTAL, CONSEQUENTIAL, INDIRECT, SPECIAL AND/OR PUNITIVE DAMAGES,
WHETHER BASED ON CONTRACT, WARRANTY, TORT (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, STRICT
LIABILITY OR NEGLIGENCE), PATENT INFRINGEMENT, OR OTHERWISE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE
POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES. COMPANY’S MAXIMUM LIABILITY HEREUNDER IS LIMITED TO
THE ORIGINAL PURCHASE PRICE OF THE PRODUCTS.
No action arising out of any claimed breach of this limited warranty may be brought by a
Purchaser more than one (1) year after the cause of action has arisen. This limited warranty
gives you specific legal rights, and you may also have other rights as otherwise permitted by
law.

SECTION V
SUPPLEMENTAL MANUALS

2C940, 2C820, 6YG63, 4C108, 4C329 and 4C330

Operating Instructions & Parts Manual

Please read and save these instructions. Read carefully before atte mpting to assemble. install. operate or maintain the product described.
Protect yourself and others by obsenling all safety information. Failure to comply w i th Instructions could resul t in personal injury ;lndlor
property damagel Re tain instructions fo,. future reference.

Dayton® High Pressure Direct
Drive Radial Blade Slovvers
Descript ion
Dayton high pressure direct drive radial blade blowers are used for small exhaust
systems where air is laden with dust or where dust-collection bags are necessary.
Applications include handling long stringy material, paper trim, fibrous material
such as textile scrap, wool and ensilage. Not suitable for coarse material, heavy or
abrasive dust. Dynamically balanced, self-cleaning cast aluminum wheels. 16 ga
housing and motor base. Maximum operating temperature 180°F (82°C). Finished
in baked-on gray polyester/epoxy. Blower can be assembled for ON or CON
rotation and anyone of eight standard discharge positions. See Figure 2. Dayton
motors packed separately when blowers are ordered complete.

General Safety Informat ion
1. Follow all local electrical and safety
codes, as well as the National
Electrical Code (NEC) and the
Occupational Safety and Health
Act (OSHA) in the United States.
2. Blower must be securely and
adequately grounded. This can be
accomplished by wiring with a
grounded, metal-clad raceway
system, by using a separate ground
wire connected to the bare metal
of blower frame, or other suitable
means.

3. Always disconnect power source
before working on or near a motor
or its connected load. If the power
disconnect point is out-ot-sight,
lock it in the open pOSition and tag
to prevent unexpected application
of power.

4. Be careful when touching the
exterior of an operating motor - it

5. Protect the power cable from
coming in contact with sharp

objects.
6. Do not kink power cable and never
allow the cable to (ome in contact

with oil, grease, hot surfaces, or
chemicals.
7. Make certain that the power source
conforms to the requirements of
your equipment.

8. When cleaning electrical or

Figure 1 - High Pressure Direct Drive
Radial Blade Blowers

I

["AWARNING Keep~andsa~ay
I'
from Inlet while
blower ;s in operation.

electronic equipment, always use an

approved cleaning agent such as
dry cleaning solvent.
9. Not recommended as a hazardous
location blower. Do not use where
explosive fumes or gases are

present.
1O.lf blower is operated without an
inlet or outlet duct, guard openings
in accordance with OSHA
regulations to prevent contact with

rotating blower wheel.

may be hot enough to be painful
or cause injury. With modern
motors, t his con dition Is normal
when operated at rated load and

voltage - modern motors are built
to operate at higher temperatures.
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Dayton High Pressure Direct Drive
Radial Blade Blowers
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Figure 2 - Rotation and Discharge Positions

3. Reprinted from AMCA, STD. 99-2406-83, with the
express written permission from the Air Movement and
Control Assoc. Int., Inc., 30 West University Dr.,
Arlington Heights, IL 60004-1893.

NOTES:
,. Direction of rotation is determined from drive side

of fan .
2. For fan inverted for ceiling suspension, or side mounting,
direction of rotation and discharge is determined when
fan is resting on floor.
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Troubleshooting Chart
Symptom
Noise

Possible Cause(s)

Corrective Action

1. Foreign objects in housing

1. Remove
2. Tighten

2. Loose set screw on wheel
3. Incorrect wheel rotation

3. Reverse rotation

Motor bearing noise

Lack of bearing lubrication

Lubricate

Excessive vibration

1. Loose wheelan shaft
2. Loose mounting bolts

1. Tighten setscrews
2. Tighten
3. Replace

3. Motor out of balance

Motor overloaded

4. Wheel out of balance
5. Accumulation of material on wheel

4. Replace or rebalance

System static pressure less than 1" water column

Increase system static pressure

5. Clean

IA CAUTION I::: :~~~ static
pressure ;s less than shown in table.
Severe motor overload will result.
Motor overload protection dosely
matched to motor full-load current
l

is highly recommended.

Dayton
3

®
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Dayton®High Pressure Direct Drive
Radial Blade Blowers

Specifications

CFM @STATIC PRESSURE SHOWN, 3450 RPM
dBA@ Mtr.
Bore 5 ft.# Frame

Wheel (in.)
Oia
7 3/1,

112

74

48

8 '5 116

112

77

48

8 '5/1,
'

5/8

77

56

10 9/ 16

5/8

84

56

10 9116

5/8

84

56

12 '/2

7/8

90

145T
182T

13 ' /2

lila

92

13 l h

1'18

92

I"

SP

2"
SP

3"
SP

4"
SP

5"
SP

6"
SP

8"
SP

7"

SP

252 210 157

•

391 336 270 173

437 391 336 270 173

•

•

•

BLOWERS WITH 3450 RPM MOTORS

Slower less Motor

Stock Shpg.
No. Wt.

Motor

Drip Proof
1tSl23OV, IPH or

HP PH.

201).2)tv 460, 3PH
Stock NO.

Totally Enclosed
115I23OV, lPH or
200-23Oi 460, 3PH
Stock No.

2C940

13

112

7D747

7D748

2C820

17

112

7D749

7D750

6YG63 17

3/4

7E252

7E253

7(447

559 491 410 297

4Cl08 25

559 491 410 297

4Cl08 25

1'/1

3

7D751

4029 37

3

3

7(561

1832 1741 1647 1547 1438 1319

4030 64

5

3

7(562

2005 19191832 1741 1647 1547 1438 1319

4030 64

7 '/2

3

7D752

734 679 621

1127 1071 1014 953 888 817 736 638

•

184T

•

7(487

(*) Motor overload w ill resu lt if blower is operated at static pressure below performance shown.
(#) Values shown are estimated sound pressure leve ls.

Assembly
1. Attach base upright to the motor
mounting base as shown in the

exploded view. See Figure 4. Hand
t ighten (4) 1/4 -20 x 1/2" bolts,
washers, and nuts through slotted
holes in base upright. Place motor
on motor base and align the center

hole of the base upright with the
motor shaft. Secure the four 1/4-20
bolts. Mode ls 4C329 and 4030 have
a welded motor base assembly.
2. Bolt the housing to the base
uprig ht in the desired discha rge
pOSition using #10 x 3/8 or 5/ 16 -18
x 3/4 " selftapping bolts. Blower is

align the mounting holes of the
motor to the predrilled holes in
the moto r base. Install two bolts to

motor and secure to the blower
motor base.

retain proper motor alignment but

do not tighten. Mount the wheel
to the motor shaft. Refer to
exploded view drawing.
4. Mount the inlet ring to the

housing and secure with #10 x 3/B "
or 5/16 -18 x 3/4 " self tapping
bolts.
5. Slide the wheel toward the in let
ring so the re is at least 1/4"
clearance between t he whee l and
cone. The motor shaft should
extend throug h t he hub of the

clockwise rot ation. Refer to

wheel so when the set screws are

exploded view showing clockw ise
bottom ho rizontal discha rge.

secu rely tig htened, t hey will make
contact with the mot or shafts.

3. With the mot or shaft th ro ug h t he
center hole of the base upright,

the motor mounting holes of the

6. Install t he remaini ng nuts, bolts,
and washers (not provided) to

4

Installation
1. Make sure all bolts and screws are

tightened before mounting on a
rigid, flat, level foundation . Bolt the
blower securely into position .

2. With power disconnected, check the
interior of the fan housing to be sure

it is free of debris. Rotate the wheel
to insure that it is not rubbing or

binding. Check the clearance of the
wheel and the inlet ring . If rubbing
exists. loosen the bolts on the ring

a nd shift the ring until clearance is
obtai ned. If sti ll rubb ing, loose n th e
set screw on the wheel an d shift the
wheel rearward to obtai n clearance.

Retighten the set screw.

Dayton Operating Instructions and Parts Manual

Models 2C940, 2C820, 6YG63, 4C108, 4C329 and 4C330

certain that.lI power to the motor and
electrical accessories are tumed off and
loded in off position.

rotation of the wheel is correct as
indicated by directional arrows on
the unit. If proper rotation, apply
fu ll electrical power.

Operation
1. Before connecting the motor to the
electric supply, check the electrical
characteristics as indicated on the

3. With the air system in full operation
and all ducts attached, measure

motor nameplate to insure proper

voltage and phase.
ground wire
[. A- CAUTION j Amust
run from the

B. Check tightness of wheel set screw.

e.

current input to the motor and

compare with the nameplate rating
to determine if the motor is
operating under safe load
conditions.

blower motor housing to a suitable
electriul ground such as .. properly
grounded metallic raceway or if ground
wire system.

A. Periodically remove dirt from
blower wheel and housing.

D. Relubricate motor per
manufacturers' instructions.

Maintenance

2. After electrical connections are
completed, apply just enough power
to start the unit. Be sure that the

After disconnecting the power
source, check the wiring to see if
insulation is damaged or frayed .

Remove any excess lubricants.

LA-WARNING

Before attempting
j any repair work, be

Dimensions
Dimensions (inches)
WHEEL

X

X

V

Adj.
Min.

Adj.
Max.

HIGH PRESSURE DIRECT DRIVE RADIAL BLADE BLOWER

Model

Dia .

W

Bore

A

B

(

D

E

F

G

H

2(940

7 3/4

2 511,

1/2

11

8

3

3

S

7

112

5 3/8

2(B20

9

2 ul1,

112

12'/s

8

3'12

3'12

5 5/8

7

112

6 3/8 5 3/4

6YG63
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2C940, 2C820, 6YG63, 4C108, 4C329 and 4C330

Dayton Operating Instructions and Parts Manual

For Repair Parts, call 1-800-323-0620
24 hours a day - 365 days a year
Please provide the following information:
-Model number
-Serial number (if any)

· Part description and number as shown in parts li st
Address parts correspondence to:

6

Grainger Parts
P.O. Box 3074

/

1657 Shermer Road

Northbrook. IL 60065-3074 U.S.A.
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Figure 4 - Repair Parts Illustration
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Repair Parts List
Part Numbers for Model:
Reference
Number

2

Description

2C940

2C820

Housing

201 ·08-4005-5

201-09-4003-5

Base upright

618-08-7001-5

618-09-700 1-5

6VG63

4C108

4C329

4C330 (*)

201-09-4003-5

201-11-4005-5

201- 12-4004-5

201-14-4005-5

618-09-7001-5

618-11 -7002-5

3

Motor base assembly

203-08-700 1-5

203-09-700 1-5

203-09-7001-5

203-11-7005-5

203-12-4016-5

203- 14-4011 -5

4

Wheel

602-08-4001-5

602-09-4001-5

602-09-4002-5

602-11-4002-5

602-12-4004-5

602-14-4003-5

5

Inlet ring

6

Hex hd. screw

609-08-4002-5

609-09-400' -5

609-09-400 ' -5

609-11-4003-5

602-' 2-4003-5

609-14-4001 -5

Itl0 x 3/8' (8 Req'd~

.,0 x 3/8' (14 Req'dJ

110 x 318' (14 Req'dJ

*10 x 3/8' {1 4 Req'd~

5/16-18 x 3'4' (16 Req'dJ

5/16-18 x 314' (16 Req'dJ

114-20 x lf2' (4 Req'dJ

"4-20 x lf2 ' (4 Req'dJ

114-20 x lf2 ' (4 Req'dJ

1/4 (4 Req'd.)

1/4 (4 Req'd.)

1/4 (4 Req'd.l
5/16 (16 Req'd.)

5/16 (16 Req'd.)

t

t

7

Slotted machine screw* 114-20 x lf2' (4 Req'd)

8

Flat washer*

9

Split washer*

1/4 (4 Req'd.)
1/4 (4 Req'd .)

10

Hex nut*

114"-20 (4 Req'd.)

11

Setscrew

t

1/4 (4 Req'd.)
1I4 ~-20

(4 Req'd.)

1/4 (4 Req'd.)

1/4 (4 Req'd.)

114"·20 (4 Req'd.)

1/4"-20 (4 Req'd.)

t

t

t

NOTE: Models 4029 and 4C330 have welded 1 piece motor base & upright assembly.
(t) Model4C330 has inlet upright supports (not shown) to support housing. Order by PIN 617-13-7002-5.

(*) Standard hardware item, available locally.
(t) Available with wheel.
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ELC-PC12NNDR/T
ELC-PC12NNAR

Instruction Sheet

Logic Controller with Multi-Function, Multiple Commands
WARNING
This Instruction Sheet only provides descriptions for electrical specifications, general specifications, installation &
wiring, troubleshooting and peripherals. Other detail infromation about programming and commands is compatible
with ELC-PC/PA/PH series; please see ELC Application Manual.

For more information about the optional

peripherals , please see individual product manual.
This is an OPEN TYPE Controller.
electric shock risk and vibration.

The ELC should be kept in an enclosure away from airborne dust, humidity,
Also, it is equipped with protective methods such as some special tools or keys to

open the enclosure, so as to avoid the hazard to users and the damage to the ELC.
Never connect the AC main circuit power supply to any of the input/output terminals, as it will damage the ELC.
Check all the wiring prior to power up.

To avoid any electromagnetic noise, make sure the ELC is properly grounded

.
Battery replacement: use UL component type: TDRTL-2150/S lithium battery. Refer to following table for battery life.
Temperature((°C)

0

25

50

70

Life(Years)

9

8

6

5

Precision of calendar timer:
At 0°C/32°F, less than –117 seconds error per month.
At 25°C/77°F, less than 52 seconds error per month.
At 55°C/131°F, less than –132 seconds error per month.

1

INTRODUCTION

1.1 Model Name Explanation and Peripherals
Thank you for choosing Eaton Logic Controller (ELC) series products. The ELC-PC series has a 12-points (8 input points + 4
outputs) ELC main processing unit with multiple commands for use. It also has an 8K Steps program memory to connect to
every ELC-PC series expansion unit, including digital I/O (Maximum 112 Input / 112 Output expansion points), analog module,
etc. for various applications.

1.2 Product Profile and Outline
POWER
RUN
ERROR

Y0
C1
Y1
C2
Y2
Y3

RS-232
RS-485

ELC-PC12NNAR

RUN

Units: mm
Warning: Battery replacement: Please change the battery within
3 minutes, or the internal data of the ELC (including the program
area, perpetual calendar and latched registers) could be lost or
destroyed.

1

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

Status indicator: POWER, RUN, ERROR, BAT.LOW
RUN/STOP switch
VR0: M1178 Start-up/D1178 Corresponding value
VR1: M1179 Start-up/D1179 corresponding value
DIN rail clip
I/O terminals
I/O point indicators
COM1 (RS-232) (Rx) indicator
COM2 (RS-485) (Tx) indicator
COM1 (RS-232) programming port
Nameplate
Expansion port
Mounting hold of the expansion unit
DIN rail (35mm)
Expansion unit clip

IL05003012E.pdf
16
17
18
19
20
21
22

2

COM2 (RS-485) Communication port
DC Power input
RS-485 Cable (standard accessory)
Power input cable (standard accessory)
Battery Cover
Battery socket connection
Battery mount

FUNCTION SPECIFICATIONS
Items

Control Method

Specifications

Remarks

Stored program, cyclic scan system

I/O Processing Method

Batch processing method (when END command
is executed)

I/O refresh command is available
Application Commands

Execution Speed

Basic commands (several us)

Program language

Commands + Ladder Logic + SFC

Including the Step commands

Program Capacity

7920 STEPS

SRAM + Battery

Commands

32 Basic sequential commands

168 Application commands

X External input relay

Y External output relay

Relay (bit mode)

General

M

Auxiliary Latched
Relay
Special

(10~hundreds us)

X0~X177, octal number system,
128 points
Y0~Y177, octal number system,

Correspond to external I/P point
Total 256 points
Correspond to external O/P point

128 points
M0~M511, 512 points (*1)
M512~M999, 488 points (*3)
M2000~M4095, 2096 points (*3)

Total 4096
points

Contacts can switch to On/Off in
program

M1000~M1999, 1000 points
(some are latched)
T0~T199, 200 points (*1)

100ms

T192~T199 for Subroutine
T250~T255, 6 points

When the timer that set by TMR

Accumulative (*4)
T Timer

Total 256 points

T200~T239, 40 points (*2)
10ms

T240~T245, 6 points

C Counter

16-bit count Up
32-bit count

the T contact with the same number
will be On.

Accumulative (*4)
1ms

command reaches the preset value,

T246~T249, 4 points
Accumulative (*4)
Total 250 points When the counter that set by CNT

C0~C95, 96 points (*1)
C96~C199, 104 points (*3)

(DCNT) command reaches the

C200~C215, 16 points (*1)

preset value, the C contact with the

2
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Items
Up/Dn

Specifications

Remarks

C216~C234, 19 points (*3)

same number will be On.

C235~C245, 1 ph, 1 input, 9
32bit
high-speed
count Up/Dn

points (*3)
C246~C250, 1 ph, 2 input, 3
points (*3)
C251~C254, 2 ph, 2 input, 3
points (*3)

Initial step
point

S

T

C

Step
point

None

Register (WORD data)

N

Usage device of step ladder diagram

Zero point

S10~S19, 10 points (use with

reset

IST command) (*1)

General

S20~S511, 492 points (*1)

Latched

S512~S895, 384 points (*3)

Alarm

S896~S1023, 128 points (*3)

Total 1024
points

Current value of the
counter

register

When the counter reaches the preset

C0~C199, 16-bit counter, 200 points

value, the contact of counter will be

D200~D999, 800 points (*3)
D2000~D4999, 3000 points (*3)

Index

E0~E3, F0~F3, 8 points (*1)

loop

On.

D0~D199, 200 points (*1)

D1000~D1999, 1000 points

For master control nested

Start: D1214 (K512)

value, the contact of timer will be On.

Special

File register

Latched Range:

When the timer reaches the preset

C200~C254, 32-bit counter, 50 points

Latched

Data

(SFC)

End: D1215 (K895)

Current value of the timer T0~T255, 256 points

General

D

S0~S9, 10 points (*1)

Total 5000
points

0~1599 (1600 points) (*4)

Can be memory area for storing data.
E and F can be used as the special
purpose of index indication.

Expansion register for storing data.
Control point of master control nested

N0~N7, 8 points

loop

P For CJ, CALL commands P0~P255, 256 points

The location point of CJ, CALL.

Constant Pointer

I

Interrupt Service

I001 (X0), I101 (X1), I201 (X2), I301 (X3), I401
External interrupt

(X4), I501 (X5); 6 points (all are rising-edge
trigger)

The location pointer of interrupt

Time interrupt

I6□□ (1ms), I7□□ (1ms), (□□＝1~99ms)

subroutine

Hi-speed counter

I010, I020, I030, I040, I050, I060; 6 points

Communication

I150, 1 point

K Decimal

K-32,768 ~ K32,767 (16-bit operation)
K-2,147,483,648 ~ K2,147,483,647 (32-bit operation)

3
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Items

Specifications

H Hexadecimal

Remarks

H0000 ~ HFFFF (16-bit operation), H00000000 ~ HFFFFFFFF (32-bit operation)
COM1: RS-232, COM2: RS-485 (Master/Slave),

Programming port

Can be used at the same time.

Analog Volume / Perpetual
Calendar (RTC)

ELC built-in 2 points VR / ELC built-in RTC
Use the same modules of ELC series.

Special Expansion Module

(Max. 8 Expansion Unit points)

*1: The non-latched area is fixed, and can’t be changed.
*2: The non-latched area can be changed to a latched area with parameter setting.
*3: The latched area can be changed to a non-latched area with parameter setting.
*4: The latched area is fixed, and can’t be changed.

M

General

Latched

Special auxiliary relay

Latched

M0~M511

M512~M999

M1000~M1999

M2000~M4095

Latched (default)

Auxiliary
Relay

Non-latched (fixed)

Start: D1200 (K512)

Timer

10 ms

10ms

1 ms

100 ms

T0 ~T199

T200~T239

T240~T245

T246~T249

T250~T255

Non-latched (fixed)

Non-latched (fixed)

C0~C95
Non-latched
(fixed)

C200~C215

Latched (default)
Start: D1208 (K96)

(fixed)

End: D1209 (K199)

32-bit high-speed count up/down

C216~C234

Non-latched

C235~C245

C246~C255

Latched (default)

Latched (default)

Start: D1210 (K216)

Start: D1212 (K235)

End: D1211 (K234)

End: D1213 (K255)

For general

Latched

Special register

Latched

For general

S0~S9

S10~S19

S20~S511

S512~S895

S896~S1023

Factory setting is latched

Step
relay

Accumulative Latched (fixed)

32-bit count up/down

C96~C199

C

S

End: D1203 (K4095)

100 ms

16-bit count up

Counter

Start: D1202 (K2000)

be changed

End: D1201 (K999)
T

Latched (default)

Some are latched and can’t

Start: D1214（K512）

It is fixed to be non-latched

It is fixed to be latched

End: D1215（K895）
General

Latched

Special registers

Latched

D0~D199

D200~D999

D1000~D1999

D2000~D4999

D
Register

Factory setting is latched.
Non-latched (fixed)

Some are latched and can’t

Start: D1216 (K200)
End: D1217 (K999)

be changed.

Factory setting is latched.
Start: D1218 (K2000)
End: D1219 (K4999)

File

K0~K1599

Register

Latched (fixed)

4
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When switching between power On/Off or ELC RUN/STOP modes:
POWER
Memory Type

STOPÖRUN

Clear all M1031

Clear all M1032

Factory

non-latched area

latched area

Setting

Clear

Unchanged

0

Unchanged

Clear

0

RUNÖSTOP

OffÖOn
M1033=Off, clear
Non-latched

Clear

Unchanged

M1033=On,
unchanged

Latched

Unchanged

Special M, Special
D, Index register

Initial value

Unchanged

File register

Unchanged

Initial value

Unchanged

3
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ELECTRICAL SPECIFICATIONS
Model

ELC-PC12NNDR/T

Item
Power supply voltage

ELC-PC12NNAR

ELC: 24VDC (-15%~+20%) (With DC input reverse polarity protection),
Expansion Unit: supplied by the ELC

Fuse

2A / 250VAC

Power Consumption

3.5W MAX

Insulation Resistance

> 5 MΩ at 500 VDC (Between all inputs / outputs and earth)
ESD: 8KV Air Discharge

Noise Immunity

EFT: Power Line: 2KV, Digital I/O: 1KV, Analog & Communication I/O: 250V
Damped-Oscillatory Wave: Power Line: 1KV, Digital I/O: 1KV
RS: 26MHz~1GHz, 10V/m

Grounding

Environment

The diameter of grounding wire cannot be smaller than the wire diameter of terminals L
and N (All ELC units should be grounded directly to the ground pole).
Operation: 0℃~55℃ (Temperature), 50~95% (Humidity), Pollution degree 2;
Storage: -25℃~70℃ (Temperature), 5~95% (Humidity)

Vibration / Shock Resistance

Standard: IEC1131-2, IEC 68-2-6 (TEST Fc) / IEC1131-2 & IEC 68-2-27 (TEST Ea)

Weight (approx.) (g)

158

DC Input Point Electrical Specification
Input Type

DC (SINK or SOURCE)

Input Current

24VDC 5mA

Active Level
Responding Time

Off→On, above16VDC
On→Off, below 14.4VDC
Adjustable 0~15ms, Default10ms, selected through D1020)

5
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AC Input Point Electrical Specification
Rated Input Voltage

100 to 120 VAC (-15%~+10%)

Maximum Input Current

Less than 20 mA

Minimum ON Voltage

80 VAC

Maximum OFF Voltage

30 VAC

Output Point Electrical Specification
Output Type

Relay-R

Current Specification

Voltage Specification

Transistor-T
0.3A/1 point @ 40℃; When the output of Y0 and Y1 is

1.5A/1 point (5A/COM)

high-speed pulse, Y0 and Y1 = 30mA

Below 250VAC, 30VDC

30VDC
When the output of Y0 and Y1 is high-speed

75VA (Inductive)
Maximum Loading

9W/1 point

90 W (Resistive)

Responding Time

10kHz), Y0 can be 50Khz using D registers

About 10 ms

4

pulse, Y0 and Y1 = 0.9W (Y0 = 32kHz, Y1 =

Off→On 20us

Y0 and Y1 are specified points for

On→Off 30us

high-speed pulse

MODEL NAME & I/O CONFIGURATION
Input / Output
Model

Input Unit

Output Unit

Power

ELC-PC12NNAR

ELC-PC12NNDR

Point

Type

Point

Type

8

100~120VAC

4

Relay

4

Relay

4

Transistor

8
24VDC

ELC-PC12NNDT

8

5

DC Sink or
Source

Profile
reference

I/O Configuration

DC
S/S
input X0
X1
X2
X3
X4
X5
X6
X7
C0
Y0
C1
Y1
C2
Y2
Y3

AC COM
input X0
X1
X2
X3
X4
X5
X6
X7
C0
Y0
C1
Y1
C2
Y2
Y3

INSTALLATION & WIRING

5.1 Installation of the DIN rail
The ELC can be secured to a cabinet by using the DIN rail that is 35mm high with a depth of 7.5mm.

When mounting the

ELC on the DIN rail, be sure to use the end bracket to stop any side-to-side motion of the ELC, thus to reduce the chance of
the wires being pulled loose.

At the bottom of the ELC is a small retaining clip.

To remove it, pull down the retaining clip and gently pull the ELC away from
the DIN rail.

As shown on the right:

D

When installing the ELC, make sure that it is installed in an enclosure with
sufficient space (as shown on the right) to its surroundings so as to allow
heat dissipation.

D

D

E
L
C
D

D>50mm

6
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5.2 Wiring
Notes:
1. Please use 22-16AWG (1.5mm) wiring (either single or multiple core) for I/O wiring

22-16AWG

terminals. The specification for the terminals is as shown on the left. ELC terminal screws
should be tightened to 1.95 kg-cm (1.7 in-lbs). Use Copper Conductor Only, 60/75 ℃
<1.5mm

2. I/O signal wires or power supply should not run through the same multi-wire cable or
conduit.

5.3 Power Input Wiring
1.

When DC voltage is supplied to the ELC, make sure the power is at terminals 24VDC and 0V (power range is
20.4VDC~28.8VDC). When voltage is lower than 20.4VDC, ELC will stop operating, all outputs will turn OFF and the
ERROR LED will flash continuously.

2.

If the power-cut time is less than 10ms, the ELC still operates unaffectedly. If the power-cut time is too long or the power
voltage drops, the ELC will stop operating and all the outputs will be Off.

20.4V~28.8V
24V

DC Input Type

S/S

0V

X0

X1

X2

2A
+5V

DC/DC

GND

ELC

5.4 Input Point Wiring
There are two types of DC type wiring: SINK and SOURCE, defined as follows:
SINK Mode

+24V

S/S

0V

SOURCE Mode

X0

X1

X2

+24V

DC Power Supply

S/S

0V

X0

X1

X2

DC Power Supply

Sink mode

Source mode

5.5 AC Type Wiring
Input Circuit Connection

85~132VAC
50/60Hz

110V AC Input Specifications
Input voltage

100~120VAC(-15%~+10%)

Input impedance

21Kohm/50Hz 18Kohm/60Hz
4.7mA 100VAC/50Hz

Input current
COM

X0

X1

X2

6.2mA 110VAC/60Hz

OFF→ON/ON→OFF

80V 3.8mA/30V 1.7mA

Response time

25ms

Circuit isolation/Operation indication

Photocoupler/LED On

ELC-12PCNNAR
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5.6 Output Point Wiring
The Relay Output Circuit Wiring

C0

Y0

C1

Y1

C2

Y2

5

2

Y5

7

MC1
5

Do not use this terminal

2

Fuse

3

Reverse-current protection diode, *1

4

External Mechanical Interlock*2

5

Emergency stop

6

Surge absorber(0.1uf capacitor+100~120ohm resistor, *3:

7

Inductive load

8

Incandescent lamp

9

DC power Supply

10

AC power Supply

1

MC1

2

8
3

9

Y4

Y3

MC2

1

MC2

7
6

4

10

*1: For switching direct current on inductive loads, a reverse-current protection diode should be installed in parallel with the
load. The relay contact life decreases significantly if this is not done.
The reverse-current protection diode needs to satisfy the following specifications.
The diode is rated for maximum reverse voltage of 5~10+ times the load voltage.
The forward current is more that the load current
*2: Ensure all loads are applied to the same side of each ELC output, see above figure. Loads which should NEVER
simultaneously operate(e.g. direction control of a motor), because of a critical safety situation, should not rely on the ELC’s
sequencing alone. Mechanical interlocks MUST be fitted to all critical safety circuits.
*3: For switching AC on inductive loads, a surge absorber (0.1uF + “100ohm to 120ohm”) should be installed in parallel with
the load. The relay contat life decreases significantly if this is not done.
The Transistor Output Circuit Wiring

C0

Y0

C1

Y1

C2

Y2

Y3

MC2

5

7
3
2

8

Y4

Do not use this terminal

2

Emergency Stop

3

Fuse

4

External Mechanical Interlock

5

DC Power Supply

6

Incandescent Lamp

7

Reverse-current protection diode, *1

8

Inductive load

9

Resistive load

Y5
1

MC1

6
MC1

1

MC2
4

6
9

3

*1: Transistor outputs use internal zener diode(39V) as protection circuitry. When driving the inductive load with transistor
output, a reverse-current protection diode can be installed in parallel with the load if necessary.
The reverse-current protection diode needs to satisfy the following specifications.
The diode is rated for maximum reverse voltage of 5 to 10+ times the load voltage.
The forward current is more than the load current.

8
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TRIAL RUN
Power Indication

The “POWER” LED at the front of the ELC will be lit (in green) if the power is on.
Low Battery Voltage Indication
There is also a “BAT.LOW” LED at the front of the ELC. When the LED is on, it indicates that the battery voltage is insufficient.
Please change the battery (within 3 minutes) as soon as possible; otherwise the user programs and the data in latched area
may be lost.
Preparation
1.

Prior to applying power, please verify that the power lines and the input/output wiring are correct.

And be advised not to

supply AC110V or AC220V into the I/O terminals, or it might short-circuit the wiring and would cause direct damage to
the ELC.
2.

After using the peripheral devices to write the program into the ELC and that the ERROR LED of the ELC is not on, it
means that the program in use is legitimate, and it is now waiting for the user to give the RUN command.

3.

Use ELC-HHP to execute the forced On/Off test of the output contact.

Operation & Test
If the “ERROR” LED of the ELC is not blinking, use RUN/STOP switch or the peripheral devices (ELC-HHP or ELCSoft) to give
the RUN command, and the RUN indicator will then be on.

If the “RUN” LED is not on, it indicates that there is no program

inside the ELC.
ELC-HHP could be utilized to monitor the settings and the registered values of the timer (T), the counter (C) and the data
register (D) during operation, and moreover, to force the output contacts to conduct the On/Off action.

If the ERROR LED is

on (but not blinking), it means that the setting of the user’s program has exceeded the preset overtime limit. (The ELC is at this
moment back to STOP automatically)
ELC Input/Output Reaction Time
The total reaction time from the input signal to the output operation is calculated as follows:
Reaction Time = input delay time + program scan time + output delay time
Input delay time

Factory default 10ms.

Refer to the usage of special registers D1020~1021.

Program scan time

Please refer to the usage of special register D1010.

Output delay time

Relay module: 10ms.

Transistor module: 20~30us.

Basic Commands and Application Commands of the ELC:
1.

The basic commands and the application commands of the ELC of this series are totally applicable to the ELC.

Refer

to the ELC Technique Application Manual for relevant basic commands and application commands.
2.

The ELC-HHP handheld programming panel and the ELCSoft (Windows version) editing program of the ladder diagram
are both good for use with the ELC.

Also, the ELC could connect with the ELC-PC12NNDR/T,ELC-PC12NNAR

through specific transmission wire to execute the program transmission, the ELC control and the program monitoring.
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TROUBLESHOOTING

Judge the errors by the indicators on the front panel.
☼

When errors occurred on ELC, please check:

“POWER” LED

There is a “POWER” LED at the front of the ELC. When the ELC is powered On, the green LED light will be on.
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☼

ELC “RUN” LED

Identify the status of the ELC. When the ELC is in operation, this light will be on, and users could thus use ELC-HHP or the
editing program of the ladder diagram to give commands to make the ELC “RUN” or “STOP”.
☼

“ERROR” LED

If incorrect programs are input to the ELC, the indicator will blink. Please check D1004(Error code) and D1137(Error step
number).
When the ERROR LED is on (not blinking), it indicates that the execution time of the program loop has exceeded the time-out
setting (set by D1000). Please turn the ELC RUN/STOP switch to STOP, and find out the address of the time-out program by
special data register D1008. ”WDT” command can be used to solve the problem.
☼

“BAT.LOW” LED

When the battery voltage is low, the “BAT.LOW” LED will be on, please change the battery within 3 minutes to retain the ELC’s
internal user programs and data).
☼

“Input/Output” LED

The On/Off signals of the input point could be displayed through the “Input” LED. “Output” LED indicates if the output signals
are On or Off.
☼

“RS-232, RS-485” LED

“RS-232” LED will light when RS-232 is receiving data, “RS-485” LED will light when RS-485 is transferring data.
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